Textiles

Brain into gear activity:
Lesson 18

Can you name 5 different types of
fastenings?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brain into gear activity
Can you name 5 different types of
Lesson 18

fastenings?
1. Button
2. Velcro
3. Zip
4. Hook and eye
5. Laces

Poppers/Press
Studs

Learning Focus: to complete your monster and
evaluate your progress.
Learning Outcomes
You have used tools and equipment correctly.
You have produced a good monster that meets the design brief.
You have used a range of processes correctly and skilfully, accurately and
correctly, including a range of hand embroidery techniques and you have used
the sewing machine safely to add decoration to your monster.
Your monster is finished to a high standard.
You have shown a high level of quality and precision when tools and
equipment.
You have used decorative stitches on the sewing machine to embellish your
monsters and other features such as buttons.
Your monster is professionally finished.

Evaluation Questions
List all the new keywords/textile techniques you have learnt:
Explain the techniques you learnt : What was difficult about any processes/techniques?
Which parts of your product are you really pleased with?
Why is this?
Which parts of your product are you unhappy with?
Why is this?
Did you complete all of your work by the deadline? Circle your answer YES / NO
If you didn’t manage to complete your work please explain why.
Set yourself 3 GOALS to improve your work in your next project.
1.
2.
3.
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Learning Outcomes
Define the key word Hand embroidery
Sew the back piece of denim on, leave a gap and stuff
Describe/apply the technique where we can neaten the edge

Explain in detail the step by step stages how your completed your monster

Evaluate how you have completed your monster and how you can improve it

What have you learnt?
Learning Outcomes
You have used tools and equipment correctly.
You have produced a good monster that meets the
design brief.
You have used a range of processes correctly and
skilfully, accurately and correctly, including a range of
hand embroidery techniques and you have used the
sewing machine safely to add decoration to your
monster.
Your monster is finished to a high standard.
You have shown a high level of quality and precision
when tools and equipment.
You have used decorative stitches on the sewing
machine to embellish your monsters and other
features such as buttons.
Your monster is professionally finished.

Have you added
appliue?
Have you used a variety
of hand embroidery
stitches?
Have you completed
your monsters?

